British Council’s Law Mission visits ITMU Law School

The British Council’s Law Mission - 2014 visited the ITM University Law School on January 17, 2014. The delegation consisted of 8 law professors from different universities in the UK along with Ms. Tanya Baroota, Project Manager-North India (Services for International Education Marketing) and Ms. Moneesha Gupta, Regional Manager - North India (Services for International Education Marketing), from the British Council. The delegation was received in the afternoon by prof. S. Shanthakumar, Director, School of Law and escorted for a meeting and lunch session with the Registrar and directors of other schools in ITMU. Four parallel lecture sessions were organized for lectures on various topics ranging from Jurisprudence to regulation of nanotechnology. Each session was presided over by two professors. They answered questions of students relating to the subject-matter of their lecture as well as opportunities available with respective universities.
The lecture sessions were followed by a faculty interaction and a discussion on collaborations between the several UK Universities and ITMU School of Law. After an introduction to the functioning of the ITM University and the courses on offer in ITMU, especially in the school of law by Brig SK Sharma, Registrar, ITMU, Ms. Moneesha Gupta initiated a discussion on future MoUs/ Agreements between our various institutions. All University representatives showed great interest in initiating and furthering collaboration in the form of not just student exchanges, but also faculty exchanges, as well as joint research projects by students and faculty alike. Prof. S. Shanthakumar welcomed the offers and wheels were put into motion in furthering individual collaborations with these 8 Universities, while keeping the British Council involved as a platform for continued interaction.